RECYCLING
These items go in your recycling cart.

PAPER AND CARDBOARD

Including:
- Paperback books, catalogs and magazine
- Non-foil wrapping paper

Flatten all boxes (Do not tie up)
Remove plastic liners from dry food boxes

METAL
ALUMINUM AND TIN CANS, SCRAP METAL AND CLEAN FOIL

Including:
- Small non-working metal appliances, pots, tools (Limit 2 ft. x 2 ft. x 2 ft., 35 lbs.)
- Empty aerosol cans

Place lids in can, crimp the can shut.
No sharp or greasy metal. Ball clean foil together.

PLASTIC BOTTLES, JUGS, TUBS, CUPS

Including:
- Pill bottles (No prescription vials)
- Plastic plant pots and 5-gallon buckets (No soil)

Empty of all food or liquid (No lids)

GLASS JARS AND BOTTLES

Empty of all food or liquid (Labels OK)

RECYCLING TIPS

- Empty and rinse out all food residue. Labels do not need to be removed.
- Empty recyclables out of bags and boxes into the cart so they can be easily sorted at the recycling center.

- Extra recyclables? At no extra charge, place extra recyclables in a bin or cardboard box at the curb next to your recycling cart.
- IGNORE THE NUMBERS, RECYCLE PLASTICS BY SHAPE!
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